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CHAPTER I
THE HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
As far as we know, physical education is as old as the
human race. 1

It seems almost conclusive that the most primi-

tive ot men undertook to instruct the young in the various
activities of a physical type which were involved 1n securing food, shelter, and in the art of self defense.

Archery

is still a popular activity in our physical education program

and no one knows just how many years the human being has made
use of this device.

Other activities such as wres.tling are

undoubtedly as old as the human race itself.

In the earliest

history of which we have any knowledge, various types of ball
games were prevalent.· Some of the stunts we perf'orm on the
apparatus are reminiscent of an earlier .stage in human evolution.

The determining facto~ in mans' ability to cope with

the environment has rested largely upon the individual's own
physical prowess, mental alertness, and general well-being.
for history reco:rds the story of the survival of the fit.

As for the present day practices in Physical Education and
1 ts almost universal inclusion in the American schools .and

colleges we have to go back only to that time since the Civil
War.

The first organized program of health and physloal educ-

ation appeared in the colleges of this country between 18501
and 1860.

For the most part the public sehool programs

appeared a few years later.

Since these faint beginnings,

1. Rice, E. A. A BRIEF HISTORY OF EDUCATION. p. 388
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the development of school.and college programs has advanced
steadily, keeping pace with the advancement in other fields
of education such as the biological sciences.

This pace wae

maintained rather steadily, except tor the· period of time
during World War I.

The.great upsurge in physical education

during this period was attributed to the revelations of the
Selective Service Act of 1917.

The prevalence of physical

defects among young American men at this time was alarming.
At the present time one would be fairly safe to say that almost all schools include physical education in their curriculum..

In some states,.as in Illinois, it is required by state law.
GRECIAN INFLUENCEGreat significance was attached to physical education by the
Ancient Greeks.

This significance ie stressed in the relation-

ship between physical education and the concept of the young
in mind, body and sport.

These concepts still exert a

strong influence on the thinkers in this field today.
During the ·era of Grecian supremacy, the importance of
making ready the youth of the nation for the emergencies of
wartime service came to the fore.
It is only natural that a people who produced Socrates,

Plato, Aristotle, Pericles, Sophocles, and other immortals
deserves to have great consideration given to its theories and
practices 1n education.

It is only fair to assume that.these

educational practices contributed to the development of genius

- ,3 -

which marked the age. 2
Modern educators have been impressed by the emphasis the
Greeks placed upon the idea of the unity of life.

They recog-

nized the physical, mental, and spiritual aspects of life and
their interdependence upon one another.
The education of' the Athenian boy consisted of music a·nd
gymnastics.
training.

Music consisted of artistic, literary and musical
Gymnastics was applied to the whole of the physical

training of the body.

His time was about equally divided between

these two activities.

This fact ought to carry more weight

today than it does since we try to balance several hours of
intellectual training with a daily allowance of about forty
minutes for physical education.

The Greeks realized that it

was only through muscular activity that it was possible to
develop the be~uty and perfection of the body.

They seemed to

fully realize that from the physical training came the character
traits such as poise, confidence, self-control and courage.
This conception was indicated by Plato when be said that music
and gymnastics were both designed for the improvement of the
soul.

The Olympic Games which were held every four years typifies

the importance the Greeks attached to physical education.
These t'es_tivals made lasting impressions upon the minds and
souls of the Greek people.

These events were not entirely

within the field of physical prowess but were merely highlighted
by feats of physical endurance.

2.

Of these events, probably the

La.Porte, W. R., THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM, Los
Angeles: The University of Southern California Press, 1947
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marathon race was outstanding.
We can and have taken the better parts ot the Greek program
and made it available to a very great percentage of our population.
The Greek system could not be entirely carried over to our country because it affeoted only a small percentage of the Greek
population.
ROMAN INFLUENCE-

The Romans contributed very little to the field of health
and physical education.

Physical training was used by the

Romans extensively but only as a means of building up their
military machines and making it more efficient.

Their atti-

tude was about the same as that of the Nazis and Fascists of
our time.

The interest of the Romans in sport was mainly from

the ·viewpoint of spec_tators.
good example

or

The gladitorial contests were a

this - two people get the physical exercise

while thousands watched.

GERMAN, SWEDISH, AND DANISH INFLUENCES-The pr1mary aim of the German system of gymnastica rounded
by Jahn was to prepare youth for military duty.

was necessarily formal.

The system

There was very little place ror indiv-

idual initiative on the part of those participating.

Apparatus

such as·- the horizontal and parallel bars were used tinder formal
commands.

The system has been modified at times, but basicall7

1t· remained the aam~ arter its introduction and use in America.
Although the German system gained a large following and was quite
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generally used for a time in the American schools, it has
gradually declined.

The decline was due largely to its

original aims and formal methods which were incompatible with
the American spirit and philosophy of life. 3

The SWedish system developed by_ ~ing was similar 1n aim

to the German system.
specimens for the arDI1•

The object was to develop better physical
L1ng 1 s system included foUl" main

divisions: (1) military gymnastics for use in ~eveloping
soldiers, (2) medical gymnastics for correoting physical defects, (3) esthetlc gymnastios for use in training expression,
and (4) educational gymnastics for school children·.
gymnastics were largely calisthentics.

The school

They were usually per-

formed without apparatus on the command of the instructor. The
Swedish system, like the German system, gained oons1deraile
support in America.· ·As 1n the case of the German system it
was not designed to meet with permanent success in the· American
scheme of education, due largely to the faulty aims and formal
methods .required.
The Danish system is similar to the Swedish system in that
.

.

little apparatus was used.

The drill was in the form of

caliathentics slightly less formal in nature.

However, this

system did not gain the support in ··the United States crnrrmanded
by the German and Swedish system.a, although it did add some-

thing to.the vogue for foreign systems in American schools.
3.

Irwin, Leslie W., THE CURRICULUM IN HEALTH· AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION. St. Louis; The C. V. Mosby Co., 1944, p. 34
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EARLY HISTORY OF PHYS !CAL EDUCATION . m A:MERICA-

The early history ct, organized physical· education in America
presents a pict~re of' various systems introduced from foreign
countries and subsequently modified 1n an effort to meet variable conditions in a new country founded on the spirit of freedom and individual initiative.

The reason for this haphazard

trial and error methQd has been due in part to the neglect of',
and to the attitude toward, physical education by school authorities in the early development of the public schools.

Another

reason for the slow development was that there were no means
of training teachers f'or a typ·e of physical education work compatible with the educational spirit in the new schools.
logical course was to attempt the tried systems
tries.

The

or other .. coun-

Furthermore, the disciplinary basis on which the foreign
~.

systems are founded appealed to those responsible for ~ducation.
Perhaps phy~ical ed.ucation in Ameri~a has evolved on more solid
foundation by having experimeii-te.d with foreign types of' the
work, although there is no question but that progress has often
been impeded by the process.
The programs of the ear.ly Latin grammar schools did not
provide for. any form of physical education, athletics, play,
or recreation.

Their dominant philosophy exalted asceticism

and scholast1cism.

The aimS were largely of' a religious nature

and were· reached indire~tly througtl. a study of Latin and.Greek.
The contribution of the Latin grammar schools to the development
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of the school program of .physical education was practically
nil.

However, these schools did serve to perpetuate the

tradition of education and finally to inaugurate publlc support and control of education.
With_the growth of the academy the aim of education gradually changed from the narrow religious training of the Latin
grammar schools to the preparation or boys for life and social
participation.
college.

Less emphasis was placed on preparation for

In comparison with the grammar schools the academy

curriculum was broad and manifested a general reform in
American educational theory and practice.

Usually no time

was·allotted during the school day for physical education. work,
yet during after school hours the entire student body was
encouraged to participate in group games and certain types
·of athletic sports.

Few of the academy leaders had any

conception of the scope or significance of the science of
phys ioal education.

It was not generally accepted that trained

teachers should be employed to teach physical education •. The
feeling among academy educators was that the play instinct was
of sufficient urge to produce desirable results.

Consequently.

the management of spor~a was left to students with little guidance from the school authorities.
With the changing aims of general education. the physical
development of the achoo~ ohild has gradually assumed a position
of primary impoftance in preparing students to make the best
possible adjustments in adult lite.
4.

Irwin, L.

w.,

4

THE CURRICULUM IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCA-

TION. St. Louis:: The C. V. Mosby.Co., 1944. P• 32,37
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Concomitant with these changes in aims of general education
the physical education program has been changed ln an effort
to make the contribution demanded by a broader educational
program.

The old aim of physical education in considering only

physical development has expanded to include a more extensive
field inclusive of the health, social, and recreational welfare of those enrolled in the schools of America.
Although the German and Swedish systems have had their
influence on our physical education, they were doomed to failure in America because they were made for an entirely different
society.

- 9 -

CHAPTER II

MODERN TRENDS
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATIONFor many years physical education was looked upon as the
educational prescription for keeping students busy, for counteracting long and intensive mental effort or for aiding 1n the
establishment of discipline. 5

During the last titty yeara or

so American systems ot physical education have been formulated.
This new system is based on the 1mowledge of sociology, biology
and psychology.

It does away with formal discipline and holds

that learning and development come from the individual's own
activities rather than those imposed fr~ above.

..

It is 1n

this American program that heal th bas· been invluded 1n the
physical education program so that now we speak of it as the
.
.
health and physical education program almost exclusively.
World War I and World ·war II bqth had a protowid ·influence
upon modern health and physical education.

The findings of

the doctors during the physical examinations for war service
showed the definite need for more attention to the health of
boys and girls of school age.

One result of this has been

the pre-school and in-sohool physical examinations for almost
all students.
For many years following the decline of courses 1n physiology taught 1n our secondary schools, there was a reluctance
on the part of school men to emphasize any phase
5.

or

health

Blanchard, V. s. and Collins, L.B., A MODERN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR BOYS AND OIRI8, New Yorkt A. S.
Barnes and Co., 1940
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education.

In recent years, however, there has been a growing

emphasis on the development of health education materials 1n
the public schools.

The recent empaasis has been due largely

to the realization on the part of school administrators and
teachers of the need for a more .functional health program.
Teachers gradually became conscious of the need for health
education and practice.
Near the turn·of the century medical inspection was introduced into the schools.

Partly because of the influence

or

the various procedures of medical inspection, strong emphasis
.was placed on the development of desirable health practices.
.
.
Further impetus was given the development of health education

through the formulation of the seven objectives of education
by the National Education Association.

In these objectives

the health and phJ'S1Cal welfare of the child were again considered of prim.ary importance.

The impetus given to the interest

in child health acted to stimulate various groups within the
school to assume some responsibility for the welfare of the
students.

Physical education teachers, nurses, doctors, and

classroom teachers attempted to assist in the program to provide a medium for the development

or

the child.

This attempt

to contribute to health education by so many different groups
resulted 1n a·more or less chaotic condition so far as full
responsibility for the teaching ot health was concerned.
In the past decade there has been a noticeable trend for
phys·1cal educators to take the responsibility f'or the complete

- 11 -

health lmowledge of the student although other teachers have
cooperated.

There seemed to exist a general feeling that

health knowledge as suoh .is inauff'icient.

In dealing with

health, teachers attempted to stimulate interest by having
the students compile scrap books; participate in plays, pageants,
and game a; dramatize heal thf'ul activities; draw and paint •.

Throughout the development of health education in the schools
the emphasis has been placed ont (l) a knowledge of physiology;

(2) health rules; (3) health habits; (4) health attitudes,
appreciations, and. ideals - in short,· a.health oonsc1ousness. 6
The comparatively recent change f"rom "physioal culture" and
"Physical training" to physical education is one of tremendous
significance to those engaged in the profession.

"Physical

culture" was concerned with the physical aspects of life almost
..
exclusively. Physical education today is an integral phase
of the whole educational program, with all the responsibilities
implied. 7
It has become apparent ·that development of well-adjusted or

integrated personality involves the cultivation of the physical
and emotional elements of life through muscular activities.
This knowledge of the linking together of various elements
in the human mechanism has brought educators to a realization
of the necessity of cultivating the physical welfare of the
school ohild.

It indicates the absurdity of any scheme of

education which in its devotion to· intellectual interests would
6.

7.

Irwin, Leslie W., THE CURRICULIM IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, St. Louis, The C.V. Mosby Co., 1944, p. 39-40 •.
Nixon, E.W. and Cozens, F. W. AN INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL
EDUCAT.ION, Philadelphia and Lond; W. B. Saunders Co.
1927, p. 11
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neglect the physical foundations at the basis or all human
accomplishments and human happine_ss.

It is this realization, ·

more than anything else,. which has accounted for the unive.rsal·
acceptance ot physical education as an important element in
the modern school curriculum. 8

Physical education, properly

organized and conducted, seems to offer greater possibilities
than any other phase of the whole educational program.

No

other activities of the school exercises so significantly the
fundamental tendencies and emotions out of the training of
which must develop the habits, attitudes, and ideals necessary to be a better order.

Physical education can also help

the individual achieve a lite filled with wholesome activity
which brings him satisfactions, joy, and deep appreciation. 9
Physical education should not be organized tor health
purposes altogether.

It is an educational activity.

Instances

of physical weakness and detect do not rightly call upon
physical education to devise some special exercises to be given
to all children in the schools. · The practice of ottering
substitutes has grown in education even as it has in religion,
and special exercises are offered in physical education tor
lack ot proper development in precisely the

same

way that

ceremonials, liturgies, and devices for salvation from sin have
been put forward as _subs.ti tutes for character.

Clearly,

physical education has no obligation to attempt to bring ·back.

a.

Ni~on, E. w. and Cozens, F.W., AN INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, Philadelphia and London; w•. B. Saunders Co.,

9.

Nixon, E.W. and Cozens, F.W., IN INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, Philadelphia and London; w. B. Saunders Co.,
1935, PP• 31,32

1935, PP• 30,31,32 ...
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to any form of previous greatness in this respect.
Physical education carried on in the schools as a means

ot health or as a postural activity misses the goal that alone
can be justified in a plan for the education of children.

The

whole recreational and play 11re of the ohild should be correlated with the physical education

or

the school, and the needs

of the boys and girls for. development should be in relation
to the needs
ion.

or

adults to have wholesome opportunity for recreat-

The community that organizes its schools, plans its

physical environment and selects its leaders with the view that
education is life, and the purpose of life is complete functioning of the whole·nature of man must, or necessity, cease
to think of ph7&ical education in terms of posture, perspiration and exerclses. 10

In brief, the health and physical education program ls
a very definite need in a life which has changed from a rural
to an urban type.

Therefore, it is up to the health and

physical education program to replace some of the former things
that are now lacking.

Physical education can and should be a

means of teaching fair play and sportsmanship that are essential
to good citizenship.

Moreover,· it assists

1n

developing normal

personality adjustments such as self-confidence, leadership,
ease in groups, and cooperation.

All these are necessary

phases in the normal walks of lite.

io.

Williams, J. F., THE PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
Philadelphia and Longon; w. B. Saunders Co., 1927, p. 69
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MODERN CONCEPTIONS OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATIONWe find today a recreation conscious nation without sufficient skills, knowledge, and attitudes to enjoy its en~orced
leisure.

No longer is physical education considered as a

means of letting otf steam or a method ·of controlling the
discipline of the school.

It is rapidly becoming a ver7 import-

ant part of the school curriculum, conforming to the school's
standards of conduct and method.a. ' Just as the educator has
learned that the pupil's body comes to school along with his
mind, the phJ'Sical educator has learned that the pupil does not
check his mind in the locker before reporting to the phy-s1cal
education class.
The emphasis during the present has been on education
through activities and health instruction.

We need all the

information possible concerning each child - a knowledge of
his physical, mental, emotional, and social backgroun~.

It

is very important that teachers find out this information and
use it in dealing with the individual.
Our nation has become highly mechanized.

Not only are we

constantly being keyed up by our fast pace of living, but we
are confronted by a vast amount of leisure time.

If we believe

in the democratic tradition, then leisure time is the right of
every person, and preparation for the worthy use of leisure
time has become one of the major objectives of physical education.

People take part in.more recreative sports such as

- 16 -

golf, swimming, fishing, hunting, tennis, skating, etc.

They

do not spend leisure time ordinarily in calisthentics, gymnastics,
or strenuous sports such as basketball and football.

Instruct-.

ion in these activities which will be used by adults in their
leisure time la an important job of the health and physical
education department of the schools.

A

The role of physical education in making a better society
seems to be twofold.

One clearly is the responsibility of

pointing out the fundamental character of the activities for
child development; the other seems to be designed for leisure-

time and adult affairs in which activities started in its progrm will go on, will be continued because of their satisfaction
and their services to man.
Physical education is for the sake of mental and moral
culture and not an end in itself.

It is to make. the intellect,

feelings, and will more vigorous, sane, supple, and resourceful.
Some of the modern objectives of physical eduoation;
as listed by Williams are:

1.

Physical education for all.

2.

Act1v~ty carried on in wholesome, healthful encironment
affording the be at oppcrtuni ties poss 1ble.

3.

Activity pervaded by the spirit of play and marked by
joy and happiness.

4.

Knowledge of the activity, so that the individual
knows his obligations and may act in a cooperative
fashion to attai~ goals that he has helped to set up.
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5.

Habits and skills that will carry over into the adult
life of the individual.

6.

Activity under the direction of responsible and capable
leaders to the end that moral and social values may
be secured.

7.

Recognition of individual differences and individual
worth that leads to democratic organization of physical
education. 11
According to.Nash. the word "physical" is a misnomer in

that physical and mental activity cannot be in contrast.

He

deplores the unhappy relationship which the word "physical"
brings up in the minds of administrators and parents and for
that reason he suggests that it may be necessary to rename the
program of physical education.

The title "Sports Education"
-12

has been suggested as the most appropriate.

NEEDS FOR A HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMThe needs for a more uniform program of physical education
throughout the schools of America has been evident to all
progressive thinkers for many years.

Probably everyone interest-

ed in physical education has at some time felt that a. basic
program should be evolved.

Always the question has arisen,

nra it practicable to formulate a program that will be adaptable to widely varying geographic and climatic conditions,
local needs and interests, and the differing viewpoints or
teachers, administrators and school boards"?
11.
12.

A second question

Williams, J. F., THE PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders Co. 1927, p. 189.
Irwin, L. W., THE CURRICULUM IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION, St. Louis, The C. V. Mosby Co., 1944, p. 19
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has inevitably followed, "Would th~ var~ous states and communities accept such a program if it could be formulated"?
For an extensive period the Committee on Curriculum Researchv
has been actively at work in an effort to formulate a comprehensive, graded program which would assure a common ground of
basic skills and knowledge, with sufficient flexibility to be
adaptable to any ordinary situation, regardless of climatic

or ·other conditions.

Activities are evaluated as to relative

worth in terms of physiqal, intellectual, social, safety, and
recreational contributions.
The program for the seconda.ry schools, as presented in
the manual which resulted from the studies by the Committee on
Curriculum Research, if properly carried out in all schools,
should guarantee reasonable attainment of the desirable objectives for the great mass of studen_ts.

The secondary program

includes: (l)_ gymnastics, (2). rhythms, (3) aquatics, (4)
individual sports, and (5) team sports.

These constitute good

solid blocks out of which. schools can construct well-rounded
programs adapted to almost any climatic conditions and to
varying types of fac111 ties and aupplieii:.13
HEALTH NEEDS--Pre-school and in-school physical examinations should help to detect the earlier stages of any serious
defects the child may have.

Physical detects get early treat-

ment and a modified program may prevent serious injury to child-

ren not able to take part in regular physical education.·

13.

LaPorte, W.R. THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM, Los·
Angeles, The University ot Southern California Presa,
p. preface
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Exercise is essential to the normal, healthful growth of

children.

The normal energies of· children should be directed

into healthful play activities.

To remain healthy, muscles

must have exercise.
LEISURE TIME NEEDS--Schools can help to plan and direct
leisure time activities of children.

In many cities, the

leisure time activities of the children are dire.cted by other
agencies.

However, in many small towns, there is practically

no leisure time pursuits except those put forth by the schools.
Juvenile <i°eiinquency can be greatly reduced by supervised
play activities.

It has been known by soci0logists that a

great number of juvenile delinquents co~e from the slum areas
of cities where the children spend their energies and leisure
time in activities that contribute to their delinquency.

An

effort has been and is being made to provide supervised,
health.ful, sqcially beneficial activities for such children.
CITIZENSHIP--Play, if properly conducted, will develop
better citizens.

The children learn leadership, loyalty,

honesty, self-reliance, and even how to be a good follower
through play activities.

Physical education classes arford

many opportunities to be a leader.

SAFETY--In physical education classes, safety in the home,
automobile sarety, farm safety, industrial safety, bicycle and
pedestrian safety, etc. should be taught.
in first-aid should be given.

Also, instruction

The large number of accidental

deaths in the United States makes this kind o:f instruction
imperative.
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The use of playgrounds, recreation canters, and gymnasiums
provide children with comparatively safe plaoea to spend their
leisure time.

Children in large cities are especially in need

of places that will keep them .from playing in the streets.
Protected play areas have untold value in the protection of
young children.
ECONOMY--The.reluctance of some communities to support
playgrounds, and recreation centers la hard to understand.

The

'

value received in t~_:erms of happy, healthy, sa.fe children is
well worth the coat in terms of money.

The savings in terms

of juvenile delinquency and accidents is great.
EFFORT AND ACHIEVEMENT--Many psychologists say today that
the greatest need of man is to .feel that he belongs and is
accepted by his fellow man.

Many children who do not have the

mental capacity to rank high in some types of scholastic
achievement may excel in the games and activities of physical
education.

Many a young man, including the writer of this

paper, has remained in school largely because he is interested
1n physical education activities, including athletics.
WHAT WE ARE DOING IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN CASEY
COMMUNITY UNIT DISTRICT C-l-

The physical education program in the Casey Community Unit
District leaves much to be desired.

There is no organized

program in the district except in the Junior and Seni0r High
Schools.

At present we have five persona qualified to teach
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physical education, all of whom work in the same building - the

one housing the JW11or and Senior High Schools.

Three of these

five people teach no physical eduoation at all.

We have in the

Unit, besides the Junior and Senior High Building, two city
elementary schools, two rural attendance centers, and five oneroom schools.

All physical education in the largest of the city grade
schools is taught by a woman who is also responsible for teaching geography and science in the seventh and eighth grades.
might add that she also supervises the

o.

I

A. A. and is sponsor

for the school cheerleaders.
At the other city grade school, the physical education 1s
taught by the regular room teacher.

Mo~t of these people have

no training in physical education.

The facilities for physical

education in the grade schools consists mostly of a softball and
a bat or two.

The teacher usually threws the ball and bat out

to them and tells them to play ball, while she prepares her
lesson for the next class.

This is to be expected when she

teaches seven or eight academic subjects plus physical education
to grade school children, without outside h~lp.

The teachers

get no help or advice except from an administrator, and 1nvar1-.
ably he has earned his degree in practically anything except
physical education.
The physical education picture 1n the high school is much
brighter.

I believe it is brighter because we have qualified
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personnel who insist that the program be better.

They are

interested in their field, hence, the pressure is brought to
bear to obtain more and better teaching aids.

More time is

given to physical education in the Junior and Senior High Schools
(one forty minute period a day, for five days), in all probability because the state requires it.
I realize I have not painted a very pleasing picture of the
physical education program in our unit, but it is a real, true
picture.

However, we have improved our program tremenduously

in the. past year, so much so, that I am very much encouraged fathe .future.

It was not until the .formation of the Unit District that

Casey had a health program, except as ottered through the high
school physical education classes.

of

Each of the three teachers

physical education in the high school devoted one physical

education class a week to the study of health.· This ~ a a
total of about thirty-six classes a year for each student, which
seemed to satisfy the requirements o.f the state.

Ot course,

we realize that this part of the program was weak and next year

we are planning to expand the health program by teaching it on
alternate days.
With the coming o.f the Unit system. the health program
was introduced.

Shortlyefter the start of the first year under

the new Unit system, the Board of Education employed a registered
. . ._ nurse on a part time basis:
Martinsville and Casey.

She divided her time between

This was .far from an ideal arrangement~
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but at least it was a step in the right direction.

During the

five years since the nurse has taken over the health program,
it has improved tremenduously.
A good idea o;f the work now being carried on can be gained
from the Nurse's Report, March 16 to April 1, 1949. 14
Vision tests have been started in the city grades.

Of the

first two hundred seventy-five pupils examined, seventy-eight
need further examination; of these seventy-eight, twenty-eight
definitely needed correction.
Health histories have been passed out and collected from
various schools in the Unit.

These histories will serve as a

basis for permanent health records.
I

/

Six home visits have been made to students who were 111.
Thirtoen children were checked at school for suspected illnesses.
Four parents called requesting home visits where children were
111 •.

Three hundred sixty-five students and pre-school children
attended the immunization clinic at the high school on March
twenty-eighth.

Two hundred ninety-six students and pre-school

children attended the immunization clinic at the high school on
March twenty-ninth, making a total of six hundred sixty-one
individuals receiving immunizations.

Following is a breakdown

of the total immuni~ation given:
See following page14.

Tyler, Mildred, (R.N.)
March, 1949.

A REPORT TO THE BOARD OF EDUCATION,
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March
Combined, Whooping Cough, diptheria, Tetanus
Smallpox
Booster (combined)
Totals

29

28

165 - 116

194 - 141

-185 - -183

440

544

Combined Totals

984

All doctors in Casey have been consulted about the ·program.
They have been very cooperative and expressed a desire to help
in any way possible.
Additional health services have been added recently.

Among

these are:· ( l) tuberculin tea ts, (2) physical examinations
(during first, fifth, and ninth years of school), (3) dental
x-rays, (4) first aid supplies supplemented (4) regular first
aid room, (5) sanitation in the rural schools, (6) fluorine
dental treatment, (U) crippled child·ren:s clinic, (8) mobile
chest x-rays, and (9) insurance program for the entire school.
The program marks definite progress, but much remains to
be done to expand the program.

Recommendations for the Casey

Community Unit will be made in Chapter III.

- 24 CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION .Q!

A PRoGRAM

In chapters I and II of this paper I have ma.de a study ot

health and physical education practices, past and present.
Definite weaknesses 1n the program of the Casey Community Unit

program have been disclosed.

In this chapter I am proposing

a program which I believe will remedy many of these weaknesses.
In order to have a good program, certain objectives must
be kept in mind.

Following is a list or representative object-

ives which served as a guide in setting up this program:

OBJECTIVES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION1.

Health, Physical Fitness.

2.

Organized vitality, muscular efficiency, strength.

3.

Grace and Poise, beauty, sense of rhythm, relaxation.

4.

Ethical character, sportsmanship.

5.

Mental and emotional stability.

6.

Correction of physical defects, improved posture.

7.

Recreation for the worthy use ot. 'ieis.ure t!me.

a.

Wholesome personality.

9.

Create an interest in the Physical welfare of others •

. 10.

Leadership, oi tizenship. 15

OBJECTIVES OF HEALTH EDUCATION-

1.

15.

To have pupil~ become aware of their health status by use
of health knowledge and health habit tests.
Wieland., John A., HEALTH AND ~HYSICAL EDUCATION SYLLABUS,
.. 1937, p. 24-24.
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2.

To impavt sufficient knowledge of the scientific principles
underlying the healthful practices to give meaning to
the habits.
·

3.

To establish desirable attitudes and appreciations which
will lead to intelligent self-direction and continued
healthful living.

4.

To conserve existing health habits and inculcate desirable
additional habits and principles.

5.

To influence parents and other adults, through the health
education program for children, to better habits and
attitudes, so that the·sohool may become an ·effective
agency for the promotion o~ the social aspects of health
education in the family and comm.unity as well as in the
school itself. 16

QUISITES OF A GOOD PROGRAM-

1.

2.

The students should be· provided with opportunities tor
sharing in planning, executing, and evaluating the program.
The program should be coordinated with that of the total
. school.

3.

The teachers should be well qualified.

4.

The physical education teaoher•s load should be equivalent
to that of teachers· in academic classes.

5.

Physical education classes should be small enough to make
it possible to have good instruction and participation by
all ~tudents, yet large enough for group activity. It
is recommended.that classes be within the r~ne of 20
to 30 pupils.

6.

Students should be homogeneously grouped.

7.

Students should be appropriately dressed.

a.

The physical education program should be organized so as
to.comply with state laws - 200 minutes per week.

9.

No substitute tor physical education should be allowed.

10.

16.

The program in physical education, like all other programs,
should be continuously evaluated.

HEALTH EDUCATION (Report or the Joint Committee on Health
Problems in Education, National Education Association,
Washington, D.
1930) p. 13

c.,
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PRIMARY REBI8 OF DIFFERENT AGB GROUPSThe needa ot children 1n grades one, two, and three (ages 6-8)
are listed as tollowas
1.

Physical activity, .frequent rest periods, adequate
rest, 10 to 12 hours sleep.

2.

Large space tor play.

3.

Active.

4.

Approval by teachers, affection from adults.

5.

Learning ot health habits.

6.

Activities that require responsibility but no
preaaure.

'?he needs ot children in grades tour, tive, and six (ages 9-11)
are listed as tollo•as
1.

Supervised rough-and-tuiable aotivitiea.

2.

Creative rhythms (girls).

3.

Team games - no pressure.

4.

Understanding and SJ'Dlpathy from adults.

5.

Correction ot posture detecta.

The needs ot children in grades seven, eight, and nine,(ages
12-14) (Early Adolescence) are listed as follows,
1.

Knowledge ot physical change taking place and
understanding ot these changes.

2.

Attection and sense ot humor 1n adults, sympathetic
understanding, and security at home.

3.

Experience sucoesa in activities.

4.

Increasing opportunities for independence, group
activities, belonging to gangs.
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The needa of later adolescence in grades 10 to 12 (age 15-17)

are listed aa follows:
1.

!h7sical activity that is creative, develops
skills, and gives feeling of aocial status and
competence.

2.

Creates a more independent feeling.

3.

To aoquire poise and grace.

4.

Develop akilla in social activities suoh aa
dancing and sports. (co-recreation)

5.

To prepare for Joining adults in their activities.

ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS-

First and Second Grade

1.

Cat and Rat

6.

lfagic Carpet

2.

Change

7.

Ring Call Be 11

3.

Crossing the Brook

a.

Run for Your Supper

4.

Circle Pass Ball

9.

Run Rabbit Run

5.

Dare 7ou c ros s the river

10.

Squirrel a in Treea

Third and Fourth Grade

1.

Bat Ball

s. Midnight

2.

Beater Goes Round

7.

3.

Crows and Cranes

a. The

4.

Double Tag

9.

5.

Fl7ing Dutchman

lfewcomb
Ocean is Stormy

Three Deep

Fifth and Sixth Grade
5. Kick Pin

1.

Attention Run

2.

Circle Race

6.

Progressive Dodge Ball

3.

Corner Ball

7.

Pull-over

4.

Jump the Shot

a.

Punt Back
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Seven and Eighth Grade
1.

Bombardment

7.

Nine Court basketball

2.

Chain Tag

a.

Pegging First

3.

Elimination Ball

9.

Pin Soccer

4.

Horseshoes

10.

Poison Ball

s.

Kick Shu.ftle

11.

Release

6.

King Guard

12.

Ranger Exercises

ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAMA balanced physical education program .for boys should include

selections .from the .following categories,

17

l.

Stunts, tumbling, and apparatus exercises.

2.

Team games suoh as basketball, baseball, .football, volleyball, softball, speed ball, and
flicker ball.

3.

Combative contests such as wrestling, hand
wrestle, indian wrestle.

4.

Aquatic sports such as swiDDDing, diving, watercraft.

5.

Individual and dual sports such as golf, tennis,
badminton.

6.

Individual athletic events such as track and
.field and weight lifting. :. ··

EXTENT OF PROGRAMA program ot definite instruction 1n activities should be
available and required tor every student.

Allowances should

be made t~r temporary accidents or illness, assignment to modi-

tied or restricted activity, and for after-school athletics during
17.

Sanford, C. W., Hand, H. C., and Spalding, W. B., THE SCHOOLS
AND NATIONA~ SECURITY. Illinois Secondary School ·Curriculum,
Program bulletin #16. 1951, pp. 204-205
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the aeaaon.

Xo student, however, should be deprived of activ-

ity instruction, even though it must be of a very reatricted
type.

And he should never be permitted to substitute clerical

work or towel dispensing ror the physical education class
period.

TIME ALLODENTClaas instruction will be on the basis ot a daily period.
Activities will be ottered five days per week.
on ~ida79 will be co-educational.

'!he activities

i'hey will take part in

Joint activities such as ahutfleboard, badminton, ping pong,
social dancing, volley ball, deck tennis, square dancing, etc.
The health instruction will be given as an additional subject
at some other period.

It will be taught by the teacher quali-

ried in health and Red Cross tirat aid.
meet three times per weak.

'fhe heal,h class will

The class will meet 1n regular

class rooms, not 1n the g'JDIDa&ilDII.
THE BB.A.LTB EXAKIN.A.TIOB-

'!'be health examination 11 now given to students in th• Casey
Unit when they enter the first, ritth, and ninth grades.
progr&JII will be continued.

'!'his

Also, all members of the athletic

squads are e.xam.ined at the start

or

each sohool year.

It is

hoped in the future every student will be examined each year.
The current lack

or

dootora in the Casey Unit presents a det1n1te

handicap 1n expanding the progr8lll at present.
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The examination should include the heart, lungs, vision,
hearing, teeth, nose and throat, skin, feet, spinal deviation,
posture, weight, height, blood pressure, and nutrition.

It

is desirable that a continuous, progressive, permanent health

record be maintained and passed on with the child from one
school level to another.
of the program.

Progress is being made in this part

The health record is filed with the permanent

records for each student in the main office.
EXCUSESThe physical examination should and will be insisted upon.
If' the parents refuse to allow the child to take such an examin-

ation, he will be kept on the restricted aotivit7 to avoid
possible injury to him.
Not having a school physician, excuses from activity will
have to be on the authority of the family physician.

Closer

coordination must be maintained between the school nurse, physicians, and ph7sical education teachers.

If a phyaician•a excuse

is proffered it should state what activities the student may
participate in and estimated date of return to regular activities.
SIZE OF CLASSES-

For instructions in the fundamentals of skilled activities,
relativel7 small classes are necessary.

An ettort will be made

to keep our activity classes under thirt7, preterabl7 around
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twenty-five students.

Detailed instruetion ia next to imposs-

ible in classes larger than this.

Students in remedial and

restricted activities should be placed in classes considerably
smaller.

In no ease should such a class exceed twenty.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION CREDITIncreaaingly, it is being recognized that physical education
credit should be required tor graduation from a given school
level on the same basis as academic subjects; hence, definite
arrangements should be made for proper grading in all activity
courses, based on appropriate tests and followed by the recordingot proper credit on a student ca:rd.
The state visitor this year agreed that physical education
grades should be made more important in the minds of students
and parents.

This can only be done by ranking the physical

education grade along side of the academic grades.

Also, the

haphazard giving of grades by many physical education teachers
must stop.
GIVING MARKS OR GRADES-

Grades will be based on the following four major items,
allowing about twenty-five percent for each:
1.

Performance skills

2.

Knowledge ot rules and general performance.

3.

Social attitudes:

oooparat1venesa, sportsmanship,
leadership, etc.
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4.

Posture and bearing

Other items such as effort, improvement, regular attendance, taking showers, regulation dress, etc. will be given
consideration.

Student ratings of each other will be studied.

PROGRAM FOR FOUR YEARS IN CASEY HIGH SCHOOLThis program will be divided between core and elective
divisions, which fit in with the facilities we have.

Students

will have opportunity for additional participation in the
intramural program and the athletic program.

Restricted or

corrective activities for subnormal cases is included 1n the
core program. because the state law requires the school to

provide for those pupils unable to participate in the normal
program.

18

Co-educational activities will be offered on Fridays of
each week throughout the entire four year period in school.

19

SEE PRESENT AND PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR
CASEY HIGH SCHOOL ON NEXT PAGE

18.
19.

Weiland, John
Springfield;
Weiland, John
Springfield;

A., HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION SYLLABUS,
State of Illinois Circular #301, 1937, p. 161
A., HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION SYLLABUS,
State or Illinois Circular #301, 1937, p. 161
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TABLE I

*PRESENT PROGRAK Ft>R BOYS
(CORE

'ks.

od

PROGRAM GIVEN IN FIRST THREE YEARS
ELECTIVES IN 12TH GRADE)

9th Grade
Program.

Touch Football
Soccer
Basketball

Volleyball
Softball
Track-Field

*These
such

•
'

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

'
'
'
'
'
'
'

,.
10th Grade
Program

, 11th Grade
Program

'
'
'
'
Touch Football,'
Gym drills,
'
Apparatus
'
'
Basketball
',
Badminton'
Table tennis '
'
Softball
'
'
'
,'
Track-Field

,..
'
'
'

'
''

Touch Football,
Tumbling
Basketball

Boxingwrestling
Softball
Track-Field

'
''
'
'
',
'
'
'
'
',

12th Grade
Program

.lrchery-gol!f'
Badminton-Table
Tennis
Volleyball
BoxingWrestling
Horaeshoes-hikine
Camping
Tennis

activities are usually supplemented by activities
as, deck tennis, various forms of relays, and
derivatives of the various games.
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TABLE II

*PRESENT PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR GIRLS
CASEY HIGH SCHOOL

ka.
od

9th Grade
Program

Softball
Tennie
Basketball
Rhythms
Volleyball
Hiking

'
''
'
t

I

''
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
't

1-0th Grade

Program.

'
''
'

·11th Grade

Program

I

'
'
'
Basketball '
'
O,m, drill,
apparatua '
Badminton, ''
table tennis'
'
Softball
'

Rh7tmas

Program

I

Field Hockey
Archel'J'

I

I

12th Grade

I

I

Soccer

'
'
'

Tumbling,
p,ramida
Rhythms

I

Volleyball
Track, Pielci

I

'
'
'
'
'
'
''
'
'
'
't
I

supplemented by activities
* Program
to those used to supplement boy's

Archery
Shuf'f'leboard,
Deck Tennis
Rh,-tbma

Social dancing
Badminton, table
tennis
Hiking

similar
program.
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TABLE III
PROPOSED FOUR YEAR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
CASEY HIGH SCHOOL

Core

Program

Basketball

Weelal
tor
Bo,-a

Weeks
tor
Girls

18

12

6

6

G'J]ll. drills, marching,
and apparatus
Field Hockey

6

24

Rhythms
Soccer or apeedball

6

6

Softball

18

12

'!'ouch Football

12

Track and Field

18

6

6

6

6

12

Tumbling and pJl'amida
Volleyball
Restricted or corrective
activities tor subnormal
cases

II.

Elective Program
(Boya-54 wks.Girla-54 wks.)

l.

Archery

2.

Badminton

3.

Boxing

4.

Football

5.

Golt

6.

Baseball

7.

Biking

8.

Horseshoes

9.

Social Dancing

10.

Social games

11.

Table Tennis

12.

Tennis

13.

Wrestling

Core Program

90

90

14.

Deck Tennis

Electives

54

54

15.

Folk Dancing,
(Co-educational)

TOTAL

-

144 wks. 144 wks.

'
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A MODIFIED PROGRAMRestricted and remedial cases •111 be handled as a separate
section within each regular ph'J'Sioal education period.

'?he

equipment tor suitable games will be placed in a central position and cheeked on b7 the instructor or an assistant.

'!'he

use ot the restricted personnel as assistants may be desirable.
Suitable restricted games may be listed as tollowss
l.

Oard and table games

2.

Dart games

3.

Modified bowling games

4.

Bean bag games

5.

Golt putting or clock golt

e.

Croquet or roque

7.

Ritlel'J'

a.

'J.'ether ball

9.

Archery

10.

Golf'

11.

Deck tennis

12.

Shuffleboard

13.

Ping Pong

14.

Horseshoes or quoits

15.

Duok'on the rock

16.

Fly casting

Extreme emphasis should not be placed on these programs
tor the sub-normal individual to the extent that he may become
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stigmatized as defective.

'!'he emotional values

or

enthus-

iastic participation in recreational games should never be
denied the child simply because he has a defective condition.

20

HEALTH INSTRUCTIONAlthough the emphasis and arrangement

or

content may differ

considerably among schools, the following areas should be
21
included in the health instruction program:

20.
21.

l.

Personal hygiene, including dental health.

2.

Nutrition.

3.

Body structure and function.

4.

Hum.an growth and development.

s.

Personality development and mental-emotional
healtlJ,.

6.

First aid.

7.

Safety. (Traffic, home, school, farm, driver,
education)

a.

Prevention and control of disease.

9.

Community health.

10.

Alcohol, narcotics, medical fads, and superstitions and self medication.

11.

Family living: (a) Home nursing, (b) child and
maternal welfare, and (c) relationships within the family circle.

12.

Physical activity and rest.

13.

Recreation and hobbies.

14.

Provisions for emergency conditions under atomic,
biological, chemical, or conventional warfare.

LaPorte, W.R., THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM, Los
Angeles, The University of Southern California Press· ,1947, P• f
Sanford, C.W., Band, B.C. and Spalding, W.B., THE SCHOOLS
AND NATIONAL SECURITY, Illinois Second Scl. Curr. Program
Bulletin #16, 1951
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CONCLUSIONS

The study made in connection with the writing
has been very interesting and benericial.

or

this paper

As a result

or

study, the rollowing conclusions have been reachedt
1.

That the improvement or the health and physical
education programs in our schools have been
rather slow and tedious.

2.

That muoh or this progress has been made since
the end or World War I and a great percentage
or it has been since World War II.

~

That we as a nation, have become much more
"health and Physical education" minded.

4.

That the programs in most or our schools today
are not well rounded enough. '

5.

That preparationror athletic contests consumes
too much or the time allotted ror the physical
education program.

6.

Much remains to be done in the education or the
public 1n regard to what we are attempting to
do in the health and physical education program..

7.

Administrators in general are not aware or, or
take no cognizance or the important place or
health and physical education in the cirr1culum.
the progress in the rield or health and
physical education during the next decade is
in accordance with the progress or the past
decade, this country should be prepared to meet
moat any emergency that might arise.

a. Ir

9.

Much has been done, much is being done, much
will be done to improve the health and physical
education program in our schools.

10.

That in the Casey Unit schools there la need ror
much improvement in the program.

11.

That if this is not accomplished it will, in a ',"large part, be the rault or this writer.

this

